
The send schedules created up to
this version of QUANTEC specify
the , someti-
mes . QUANTEC
can in this case not handle daily
requirement fluctuations, but only
find the best possible average
value for these periods.

QUANTEC always
specified only one sending time

and only then determined when
and for how long QUANTEC
should carry out the next treat-
ment? The treatments would then
take place with
requirements. On some days,
more treatments could be
required than on other days.
QUANTEC could then adjust itself
much better to the

.

The new Send Wizard with the
automatic Send Schedule does
exactly that. The user or the diode
specify only the end date* of the
treatment, and QUANTEC then
handles the rest .

is that now,
several send schedules can be
created for a HealingSheet.
Manual sendings can also be
programmed in the future, and
then do not need to be manually
triggered as in the past.

you want to treat a
target object which is to be
defined with more than two
images? A family for example, or a
company?

Previously this could only be
solved with external image-
processing Software, and the
collage created in this way then
read into QUANTEC as a single
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The new
Send Wizard
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Automated creation of
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Automated creation of
collages with up to 16
images

*requires the optionally available out of office assistant
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The new QUANTEC 6.0 R2®

image. Now, QUANTEC performs
this task for you:
Right-clicking on any image frame
opens the familiar menu, but now
with two extensions; in this case
“Create collage...”.

With 16 images, the space is
naturally somewhat restricted;
nevertheless the individual
images are still clearly recognis-
able and also provide QUANTEC
with

.
objects can therefore be

entered quickly and easily.

In the same way, PDF documents
can also be read directly into
QUANTEC . You only have to allow
QUANTEC to upload the PDF file,
and you can then select files with
any number of pages up to 16
and use them in a collage.

Figure 3 shows as an example 9
pages of a HealingSheet. You can
see that despite the very small
size, the characteristic details of
every page are still clearly recog-
nisable.
You can therefore use
of information saved as a PDF.

The possibilities for sorting
entries in HealingSheets have so

far been very limited (see Figure
4, green frame at bottom right).
Once applied, a sorting procedure
could also not be reset.

The new feature is that when
clicking on the button [Sort], a
window now opens in which
sorting can be applied in ascend-
ing or descending order according
to various parameters.
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2| Create a collage with only a few clicks, this is now

possible with the new QUANTEC 6.0 R2
®

1| New function: Create collage ...

3|New function: Create from PDF ...

4| New sorting capabilities of the HealingSheet entries in

the new QUANTEC 6.0 R2
®
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As long as [Sort tentatively] is
selected (see Figure 4, red frame
at top left), the user can always
return to the original sorting. The
original sorting is only overwritten
when the new sorting is saved.

The new feature of the PREMIUM
Transmitter station is quickly
explained: This transmitter station
no longer requires the

, but takes
them from the
workstation.

can
now handle the send operations
of a workstation. The transmitter
stations need only to be connect-
ed by a network cable,

.

If you

, the QUANTEC transmitter
stations can also exchange the
required data over the power

cables in your home or practice.
If you would like to find out more,
please give us a call, we will be
happy to advise you.

When extending HealingSheets in
the screen “Expiring HS”, you can
specify whether the new send
options are to be scanned. This
function is selected as standard.

If the Butler recommends the
creation of an additional Healing-
Sheet, he creates it himself
automatically on request.

Once again, we have optimised
several background functions in
order to improve the performance
of your software.

Prices and ordering facilities can
be found on the following page.

Your QUANTEC Team.
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